CIDER MENU

We’re surrounded by beautiful orchards where we grow the tastiest apples to
craft into the finest ciders. Should you need some help in making a choice,
a member of our team would be delighted to share their expertise.

Family Favourites
THATCHERS GOLD - abv 4.8%

THATCHERS ROSÉ - abv 4.0%

A medium dry golden cider, with a smooth &
refreshing taste.

Made with a blend of naturally sweet, rosy-red
dessert apples to create a deliciously sparkling
cider bursting with fruity apple flavour.

THATCHERS HAZE - abv 4.5%
It is the juice of the Jonagold apple that brings a
naturally cloudy appearance to this chilled,
premium cider.

THATCHERS RASCAL - abv 4.5%

Stan’s Range

Fruit Infusions

BIG APPLE - abv 5.0%

DARK BERRY - abv 4.0%

Softly rounded, full-bodied medium dry
traditional cider. Bursting with apple flavour,
rich & golden in colour.

Rich fruity flavour & fresh berry aroma adds an
exciting twist to this fruit cider.

CHEDDAR VALLEY MEDIUM - abv 6.0%
A naturally cloudy cider, matured in our oak
vats to create its distinctive & robust full flavour.

Add a burst of zingy lemon for the perfect balance of sweet &
sharp notes, characterised by the intense,
fragrant aroma of lemon juice.

TRADITIONAL DRY - abv 6.0%

BLOOD ORANGE - abv 4.0%

A mellow, naturally hazy, smooth cider.
Somerset cider at it’s best.

A vibrant mouth-watering, juicy cider, crafted with the
sweetest dessert apples & bursting with blood orange flavour

A full bodied, medium dry cider with character
& a distinctive flavour.

CLOUDY LEMON - abv 4.0%

Premium Ciders
THATCHERS DRY - abv 4.8%
This dry Somerset cider is fresh,
smooth & full of the flavour apple.

GREEN GOBLIN - abv 5.0%
A full flavoured, beautifully balanced cider,
with a medium dry finish & fresh character.

KATY - abv 7.4%
A single variety medium dry cider that’s light,
fragrant & softly sparkling, with a distinctive
character all of its own.

THATCHERS ZERO - abv 0.0%

VINTAGE - abv 7.4%
Matured in our century old vats, to create a rich, golden, medium dry cider. It is well balanced &
mature with a distinctive depth of character.

A golden, medium dry, alcohol free cider with appley
aromas, crisp refreshment, smoothness & character.

Fancy something a little different?
Whilst trying our finest Somerset ciders, why not try some of our other Thatchers products, made using our very own apples!

THATCHERS ORCHARD GIN - abv 42%

THATCHERS BLUSH GIN - abv 42%

Crafted from a variety of apples, including Discovery
& Falstaff. Distilled with botanicals & fresh apple
flesh & skins.

Our pink apple gin is a traditional style, produced from
a based spirit made from dessert apples &
hibiscus flower, giving it a gentle floral aroma.

